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According to Ross and Iso-Ahola (1991), push motivation can be
considered as psychological factor and pull motivation is physical
factor. These two factors can influence travel decisions and leisure
engagements. Jang and Cai (2002) point that push refers to the
internal factors that drive individuals to travel and pull is concerned
about the external factors that determine where, when, and how they
travel. Kim (2008) addresses that the push factor can be considered as
to travel by intangible factors such as escape, relax, exploration) and
pull factor is to decide destinations by tangible factors such as
attractions, facilities.

Motivation as one of the most important theories, it is recognized the
key of the success of travel market. Iso-Ahola (1982) observes that
people take part in various leisure and travel activities due to their
own need. Once the decision made to start tourism, the decision
maker is in front of many questions, such like where to travel, whom
to travel with and how to travel. Scientific notation homework help
general, this is a process to collect, organize and assess the
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information (Liu, 2008).

Environment perception refers to the tourism information rooted in
mind, the old information and collected information. In general, this
is the whole impression for the travelling. The potential tourists
would be influenced by the environment perception. Though there
might be some very significant tourist destinations, the tourists will
not go the famous places that have no impression in their mind
scientific notation homework help perception.

That is what we called environmental perception. Environmental
perception mainly include first, the popularity of tourist, which is the
first impression of the tourism destination, the tourist will neglect
other same destinations; second is tourism distance, the influential
factor to the decision is the imaginary distance, not the real distance
of the destination.

The imaginary distance is made of unreal distance, and time cost,
money cost, and energy. Principle of maximum benefit refers to the
tourists will get the best enjoyment within certain budget during the
tourism. Tourists will think it over before making a decision to travel.
The main principles of maximum benefit areThe minimum time on
tourism, it means that the decision to travel will be made according
scientific notation homework help time spending on it, if the time
spending is less than a level, then the decision will be made.

Tourists are in favor of less time spending on the travelling. Second is
the popularity of tourism destination. The tourism destinations with
higher popularity are more attractive, and tourists have gained more
information though tourism. Meanwhile, the tourism destination,
which has different culture, will arouse the interest for tourism.
Beside the two factors, there are other influential factors best tourism
destination, proper price and comfortable accommodation.
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tourism preference is decided by personal impression of tourists.
Regarding tourism preference, there are three factors to research,
including age, occupation and education.

Before starting the tourism, the tourists are supposed to make a lot of
decisions; any of them will take personal scientific notation
homework help and will into consideration besides external factors.

For example, they will ask for some suggestions and think about the
tourism route and travelling partner. These questions mainly include
information channel, decision maker, travelling partners and tourism
pattern.
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